
elegant light switches

titian t uch

 a new concept in touchplates



hellogoodbye
 customisable touchplates

Titian Touch promises the end of 
dull light switches; offering beautiful 
touchplates, in an array of colours, 
designs and materials.

Choose the design you like, mix and 
match metals, finishes and colours, 
even the LED colour, to create 
original, functional art for your
walls. Make your light switch the 
focus of a space or fade it into the 
background. For the first time, it’s 
your choice. If you’re a designer, 
express your creativity by coming 
up with your own plate and we’ll 
produce if for you or your clients.

Our proprietary touch system comes 
standard with dimming, is easy to 
install, stable and suitable for wet 
and outdoor use. All this with
only a 20-mm diameter mount on the 
wall. We’ll be offering new plates all 
the time. Kids will love our seasonal 
choices. Feel like a change?

Swap your snappable touchplates.



swappable

Visually striking, small and swappable.

This revolution in wall design is backed up by robust surfaces 
that resist fingerprints and dirt and a reliable sensor that turns on 

and dims your lights with a soft touch of your finger.



small

actual size

26 mm

42 mm

Our sensor system only needs a 20 mm-diameter mount plate. We threw away large 
ugly switch plates.This allows us to produce small touchplates in innovative materials 
(wait for metallic concrete).
 
Our small touchplates clean up your walls, allow designers to reinvent the humble 
switch and irrefutably change the gang. Instead of 2 or 3 light switches on a plate, 
group touchplates together to suit your space.



customisable

design
1 choose your favourite style from the titian touch range

or design your own touchplate  (orders over 500)

zinc alloy

brass

stainless steel 3031material
2

finish
3

painted

polished

brushed

satin

colour
4

painted matt

painted gloss

e-coated

natural metal

PVD



archtecture collection
the geometry and arrangement of the spaces we inhabit affect our mood and well being: 

beauty is in the eye and in the mind of the beholder

to create true beauty, it is necessary to focus on the all elements from the big to the small



arch

architecture collection

60 mm

25 mm



hull

architecture collection

50 mm

26 mm



prop

architecture collection

37.5 mm

43 mm



tee

architecture collection

23 mm

45 mm



basic collection
“That early kindergarten experience with the straight line; the flat plane; the square; the triangle; the circle! If I wanted 
more, the square modified by the triangle gave the hexagon, the circle modified by the straight line would give the 
octagon.” —Frank Lloyd Wright



square

basic collection

25 mm

25 mm



rectangle

basic collection

53 mm

26 mm



circle

basic collection

25 mm

25 mm



hexagon

basic collection

25 mm

29 mm



triangle

basic collection

43 mm

37.5 mm



children’s collection
light switches that are colourful, playful and can be swapped around



happy ghost

children’s collection

46.5 mm

40.5 mm



surprised ghost

children’s collection

51 mm



star

children’s collection

59.5 mm

57 mm



chick

children’s collection

43 mm



dimension collection
‘Adding thickness, getting “sculpture” thereby, the square became the cube, the triangle the 

tetrahedron, the circle the sphere.’—Frank Lloyd Wright



ovoid

dimension collection

50 mm

26 mm



sphere

dimension collection

33 mm

33 mm



squircle

dimension collection

33 mm

33 mm



curve

dimension collection

50 mm

26 mm



nature collection
Gaudi’s Sagrada Familia in Barcelona reflects forests; László Moholy-Nagy advised the English Bauhaus to use “nature as a 
constructional model” and this collection continues the tradition of celebrating the organic form.



bean

nature collection

29 mm

22 mm



leaf

nature collection

39.5 mm

25 mm



wave

nature collection

43 mm

37.5 mm



choose your color 
painted gloss

light pink pink deep red purple dark purple

light blue cerulean navy orange yellow

mustard light green green kale light brown

brown white grey dark grey black



painted matt

light pink pink deep red purple dark purple

light blue cerulean navy orange yellow

mustard light green green kale light brown

brown white grey dark grey black



e-coated

polished 
gold

polished 
rose gold

polished  
nickel

polished  
black nickel

brushed 
gold

brushed 
rose gold

brushed 
nickel

brushed 
black nickel

polished 
satin gold

polished 
satin rose 

gold

satin nickel satin black 
nickel



PVD

natural metal finish

polished 
stainless 

steel

brushed 
brass

brushed 
stainless 

steel

polished 
brass

polished 
rose gold

polished 
black

brushed 
brass

brushed 
black

polished 
brass

brushed  
gold

brushed 
rose gold

polished 
gold



modular system
how it works

plate sensor plate sensors

modular panel

The modular system offers a different approach to our 
touch-dimming system.This collection offers a variety of 
designs built on 2 plates.

The 9-sensor plate is 104 x 104 mm and offers the 
option to have between 3 and 9 switches in a gang 
while the smaller 6 plate is 69 x 69 mm and offers 
between 2 and 6 switches on a plate.

This collection is also the most suited for retrofitting. 
These plates can be installed over a larger hole on the 
wall, so providing the cabling will support our sensors 
there is no need to re-skin a wall to install this collection.



components
Our proprietary system adds beauty and the simplicity of 
touch-diming to your lighting system.

We have replaced standard light switch mounts with our 
plate-less 20 mm-diameter sensor mounts. This mount is 
installed in a drill hole and our touchplates click onto this 
circular mount. They can be easily swapped for a different 
look.

When you install the sensor mounts, make sure you 
position them correctly to form the gang design you want. 
We have created sample gangs for each touchplate style.



outlets

outlet frame outlet face  insert custom matching outlets

how it works

1. choose your frame size: single, double or triple point

2. mix and match their surfaces

3. choose more frames or add faces

4. you can then buy the inserts you want from legrand, any square inserts 

from their catalogue will fit our frames

http://www.legrand.ae//wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Arteor-Catalogue.pdf
http://www.legrand.ae//wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Arteor-Catalogue.pdf


+352 20 301 329

info@tit iantouch.com

www.titiantouch.com

mailto:info@titiantouch.com
http://www.titiantouch.com
https://www.pinterest.com/titiantouch/
https://www.facebook.com/TitianTouch/
https://www.instagram.com/titiantouch_touchplates/

